
For immediate release: 

LASER AMMO USA INC, GREAT NECK NY, the leader of laser base firearms 

training solutions, is expanding their tactical training products for military, Law 

Enforcement, schools and churches with two new and exciting products, 

designed to enhance dynamic force on force and active shooter training.  

The first product is called “CQB In a BOX”, and as its name suggests, is a 

portable set of humanoid size reactive target system that allows room clearing 

/ active shooting simulation training with shoot-no-shoot scenarios and timing.  

Designed for dynamic entry training for individuals or as members of a team.  

The CQB in a box comes with a set of 3 targets that can easily be adjusted for 

height and angles. Each target comes with 3 reactive hit zones, with focus on 

head, torso and pelvic girdle shots. Also included in the kit are smaller shoot 

zone cards to improve precision and accuracy and a wireless controller with a 

shot timer for simple analytics at the end of the drill.  

The CQB comes in a specially designed carry case that allows for total mobility 

between different locations.   It is easy to set up in classrooms, training ranges or in simulated 

business/urban environments.  

Also new for 2023, is Laser Ammo’s simple but ingenious version of the military MILES vest 

that has been used for the last two decades. The “Shot Body system” is a sensor system 

designed to be worn on the operator’s existing clothing, load bearing vests, hats, and 

gear in realistic deadly force simulations.   

The Shot Body System allows Law Enforcement, military and security companies to 

problem-solve and fight as individuals or team members against live adversaries in 

realistic and dynamic encounters. It provides opportunities for the users to practice 

advanced gun handling skills, communication and tactical movement under stress to 

increase their chances of survival in a deadly encounter. Perfect for anyone who 

expects realistic training in their own environments. 

The Shot Body System is smart, but simple to use. Each sensor includes 3 different settings, providing the 

user with options such as differing the severity of the injuries, hits on different body 

locations to a “first of its kind” progression timer which gives role players 120 

seconds to apply Tactical First Aid.    

The Shot on body also offers a unique ID system with up to 5 different colors, 

allowing for a very easy way of multiple shooter identifications.  

As with all of our Laser Ammo products, the user can utilize different firearms 

platforms available in the market with the original SureStirkeTM Lasers by Laser Ammo. The shooter can 

use his own carry firearm or one of Laser Ammo’s recoil enabled or training guns. Simunition or UTM 

solutions available as well. 

For more information please check: www.LaserAmmo.com    


